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Background and purpose: To investigate the impact of the clinical implementation of a deterministic par-
ticle transport method on the lung dose evaluation for radiotherapy of breast cancer focusing on dosimet-
ric effects of the lung density.
Material and methods: Fourteen patients with left sided breast cancer having both deep inspiration breath
hold (DIBH) and free breathing CT scans were studied. Lung density variations for 157 patients treated
under DIBH were quantified and the cases with the lowest lung densities for breast and for loco regional
treatment added to the study. Dose calculations were performed with the class-b type algorithm AAA and
the deterministic algorithm Acuros XB. Monte Carlo method was utilized as reference. Differences in the
dose distributions were evaluated by comparing DVH parameters.
Results: Lung density variations between 0.08 and 0.3 g/cm3 and between 0.02 and 0.25 g/cm3 were
found for loco-regional and tangential breast treatments under DIBH, respectively. Lung DVH parameters
for patients with medium and high lung density obtained by the different algorithms agreed within 3%.
Larger differences were observed for low lung density cases where the correction based algorithm under-
estimated V10Gy and overestimated V40Gy by up to 5%. The least affected parameter, V20Gy, deviated by less
than 2% for all cases and densities.
Conclusions: Dosimetric constrains for lung based on V20Gy required minimum changes due to implemen-
tation of the new algorithm regardless of breathing technique or type of treatment. Evaluation criteria
utilizing V10Gy or V40Gy needed reconsideration, especially for treatments under DIBH involving low lung
density.
� 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd on behalf of European Society of Radiotherapy &

Oncology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Radiotherapy of breast cancer involves complex anatomy and
regions of highly different densities; soft tissue, lung and bone, sur-
rounding air. The lung density may substantially decrease when
utilizing respiratory gating technique such as deep inspiration
breath hold (DIBH) in order to limit the radiation dose to the heart.
An accurate determination of the dose distribution in lung requires
advanced dose calculation algorithms. Type-a algorithms, using
inhomogeneity corrections along the ray direction only, have been
gradually replaced by type-b algorithms capable to approximate
the lateral electron transport. Both use dose kernels calculated in
water and handle different tissues by density based corrections.
More advanced methods explicitly model the interaction of
radiation with matter solving the Linear Boltzmann Transport
Equation (LBTE). Monte Carlo (MC) is well established stochastic
method indirectly obtaining the LBTE solution. Because of the rel-
atively long computational time and the statistical noise of the
result, it is mostly used as a reference method when evaluating
dose distributions from the treatment planning systems. An alter-
native approach has been recently applied to address medical phy-
sics problems utilizing a deterministic method for numerical
solution of the LBTE [1]. The accuracy of the new algorithm has
been fundamentally investigated [1–6] and found to be compara-
ble to MC.

Important step toward the clinical implementation of the new
method is to ensure the validity of the old treatment planning cri-
teria or to reconsider them. Dosimetric predictors of radiation
induced lung complications involved in the plan evaluation are
currently related to dose distributions produced by correction
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based algorithms. The impact of the algorithm change on the dose
parameters needs to be investigated in order to take advantage of
previous clinical experience. Whether type-b algorithms over- or
underestimate dose was shown to depend on field size, beam
energy and electron density [3,7,8]. Thus, results from comparative
dosimetric studies for diverse radiation treatments cannot be auto-
matically translated to dose distributions in lung tissue for breast
cancer treatment.

Studies for breast cancer treatments confirmed the impact of the
lung density on the accuracy of the dose determination [7,9]. Devi-
ations between lung dose distributions determined by the explicit
and correction based algorithms were larger in cases of DIBH com-
pared to FB for tangential 6 MV beams [9]. Dosimetric differences
for commonly used field in field techniques utilizing different beam
energies as well as for treatment techniques of more advanced
breast cancer including lymph nodes were not examined.

In this work a comparative dosimetric study was performed of
the impact of the clinical implementation of the deterministic radi-
ation transport algorithm on the lung dose estimation for tangen-
tial as well as loco-regional treatment of breast cancer. The effect
of the lung density on the dose determination was investigated
by considering clinical plans for FB as well as DIBH. The lung den-
sity in DIBH CT scans for a large population was evaluated in order
to quantify the variations. The cases with lowest lung density were
identified and the corresponding dose distributions studied in
detail with MC method as a reference.

2. Method and materials

2.1. Clinical material

Fourteen patients with left sided breast cancer having both
DIBH and FB CT scans were included in the dosimetric study. The
scans were acquired with 3 mm slice separation on a Toshiba
Fig. 1. The lung density in the isocenter plane for the patients given LGL (left) and tangen

Fig. 2. The lung density for the 5 LGL cases, FB (left) DIBH (right), measured at three diffe
cranial plane across anterior/posterior field (open circles).
Aquillion LB CT-scanner (Toshiba Medical Systems). The double
scans were motivated clinically by the newly installed breathing
adaptation system, the Varian real-time position management sys-
tem (RPM, Varian Medical Systems). The FB CT scan were supposed
to enable treatment without adaptive breathing in case of system
failure. Five out of fourteen patients underwent loco-regional
(LGL) treatment with tangential fields covering the breast tissue
and anterior-posterior fields covering supraclavicular lymph
nodes. Rest of the patients underwent radiotherapy of breast can-
cer by tangential fields covering the breast tissue.

The tumor was delineated by physicians and lung tissue was
automatically defined by the clinical segmentation wizard in
Eclipse treatment planning system. The prescribed dose was
50 Gy at 2 Gy per fraction with at least 95% isodose covering the
PTV. The treatments were planned with 6 MV and 15 MV photon
beams delivered by Varian accelerator with a static multileaf colli-
mator (MLC). Two treatment plans, one on the FB CT scan and one
on the DIBH CT scan, were prepared for each patient.

The lung tissue densities were evaluated for the fourteen
patients with double CT scans as well as for a large population of
157 breast cancer patients treated with DIBH technique during
one year. The two cases of lowest lung density identified in the
large population, one for LGL treatment and one for breast treat-
ment, were added to the dosimetric study.

2.2. Evaluation of lung density variations

The lung density was determined for each CT scan as the aver-
age lung density in a two dimensional rectangular region of inter-
est (ROI) in a transversal plane. The ROI was placed within the 15%
isodose line and the size was at least 20 � 20 pixels (1 mm resolu-
tion). The ROI was placed in the isocenter plane of both the LGL and
breast treatment plans. For the LGL cases the isocenter plane was
located at the junction between the tangential fields (covering
tial breast (right) treatments with plans for FB (open circles) and DIBH (filled circles).

rent planes: isocenter (filled circles); caudal plane across tangential fields (crosses);



Fig. 3. Difference between V5Gy, V10Gy, V20Gy and V40Gy for ipsilateral lung calculated with AAA and AXB. Left: 5 FB (O) and 5 DIBH (+) loco-regional treatment plans. Right: 9
FB (O) and 9 DIBH (+) tangential (right) breast treatment plans. Each patient has a specific color indicating which O and + that belongs to that patient (each patient has two CT
scans – one FB and one DIBH). Lung density in isocenter plane on the x-axis.
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Fig. 4. Lung density in isocenter plane within the 15% isodose for patients planned
for LGL (left) and tangential breast (right) treatments that have treatment plans
planned on DIBH CT scans. The DIBH CT scan lung density for the patients with both
FB and DIBH scans are also shown for comparison. The larger dots indicate the plans
chosen for AAA, AXB and MC comparisons.
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the breast tissue) and the anterior-posterior fields (covering the
clavicular fossa), i.e. approximately 5 cm below the top of the lung
in the craniocaudal direction. For the breast cases the isocenter
plane was approximately in the middle of the craniocaudal open-
ing of the tangential fields.

The lung density was measured in two additional planes for the
five LGL-cases with both FB and DIBH CT scans. Those planes were
i) centrally in the tangential field, i.e. a measurement plane equiv-
alent to the plane used for the breast treatment cases and ii) in a
plane between the isocenter at the cranial tip of the lung, i.e. a
measurement plane in the cranial part of the lung.

2.3. Calculation algorithms

The treatment plans were designed in the Eclipse treatment
planning system by the correction based algorithm AAA version
13.6.23, currently in use in our hospital. They have been recalcu-
lated by the deterministic algorithm explicitly solving the LBTE,
Acuros XB (AXB) version 13.6.23, using the same number of mon-
itor units, MLC and collimator positions, dynamic wedges and
beam arrangement. The two cases from the large population with
the lowest lung density were planned by AAA and recalculated by
AXB as well as by the MC method.

The AAA implementation in the treatment planning system was
based on the assumption that all the tissues were composed of
water with a density according to the information in the CT scan
and electron-density CT calibration curve. For AXB, tissue segmen-
tation was required which involved a mass-density CT calibration
curve and a clinical tissue type table with six tissues, i.e. air, lung,
adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, cartilage and bone. The density
intervals specifying the tissue types were overlapping, i.e. the bor-
der between for instance lung/adipose tissues was not sharp but
in a given mass density interval both lung and adipose tissue were
present. There is no consensus in the clinical praxis regarding dose
determination in terms of dose-to-medium or dose-to-water. AXB
implementation allowed users choice of reporting dose to water
or dose to media. In this study the ‘dose-to-water’ reporting mode
was used for comparison with AAA and the ‘dose-to-media’ report-
ing mode was used for comparison with the MC calculations. For
both dose reporting modes the AXB fluence calculation was identi-
cal and performed in the different tissue types as determined from
the CT scan. For dose-to-water calculations, the conversion to dose
wasmade by utilizing the response function forwater for each voxel
regardless of voxel material determined from the CT scan [10].

The MC method was independent from the treatment planning
system and was used as a third method to compare the dosimetric
performance of AAA and AXB in the extreme cases selected. The
accelerator model, designed within the EGSnrc code package, was
developed earlier and validated by the same experimental data
used for configuration of AAA and AXB [11–13]. Tissue segmenta-
tion was performed by 9 material table with a more detailed pre-
sentation of bone tissue types [14,15]. A distinct border between
different tissue types was used. To match the AXB calculations
with MC as well as possible for air, lung, adipose and muscle, this
border was chosen to be the mean of the mass density interval
used for mixed materials in AXB. The necessary number of histories
per area unit in the MC calculations was evaluated by a test calcu-
lation for one of the treatment fields in the particular plan. The
number of histories in the test calculation was increased until
the dose-volume histograms (DVHs) for one field calculated with
different number of histories converged according to visual exam.

A clinically realistic dose grid of 2 mm in the transverse plane
and 3 mm between CT-slices was used for all dose calculations
(including MC). The dose calculation methods were compared for
all treatment plans by analysis of ipsilateral lung DVH parameters
V5Gy, V10Gy, V20Gy and V40Gy, where VXGy denotes the lung volume
receiving X Gy. Differences in the values were expressed in per-
centage points.
3. Results

The lung densities at the isocenter plane for FB scans were con-
sistently higher compared to the corresponding ones under DIBH
for each of the fourteen patients with double CT scans (Fig. 1).
The same tendency was observed for the lung densities at the
two additional planes analyzed for the five out of fourteen patients
receiving LGL treatment (Fig. 2). Thus, all the three lung regions
studied were affected by the deep inspiration. For the FB CT-
scans the densities of the different planes were not ordered,
(Fig. 2 left), while for the DIBH CT-scans consistently lower density
was obtained at the plane centrally in the tangential field (Fig. 2
right). The deviations between the DVH parameters V5Gy, V10Gy,
V20Gy and V40Gy, for the ipsilateral lung obtained by the two clinical
algorithms were within 3.1% for each of the fourteen patients
(Fig. 3). The smallest differences were seen for the parameter



Fig. 5. DVH for ipsilateral lung for a LGL (left) and a tangential (right) breast cancer treatment plan that were planned on the DIBH CT scan with the lowest lung densities
observed. Dose calculated with AAA, AXB (dose to water), AXBDtM (dose to medium) and MC (2 mm and 7 mm voxels).
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V20Gy; less than 1% for all plans regardless of breathing technique
or type of treatment.

Larger variation of the lung densities was obtained for the 157
patients with DIBH CT scans than the corresponding ones for the
patients with double CT scans. Lung densities at isocenter plane
varied between 0.08 and 0.3 g/cm3 for LGL treatment and between
0.02 and 0.25 g/cm3 for tangential breast treatment (Fig. 4). The
cases with the lowest lung densities identified in the large popula-
tion, (Fig. 4), were further evaluated by the clinical dose calculation
algorithms as well as by the MC method. The figure illustrates how
common the very low density lung tissue is for the DIBH CT scans.
The estimation of the mean lung densities based on a small group
patients might be misleading. For example, the lung densities of
the five patients with double scans receiving LGL treatment were
not representative for the large population (Fig. 4).

The dose distributions calculated by the two methods solving
the LBTE, AXB and MC, were similar for the two DIBH CT-scans
with lowest lung density (Fig. 5). For the LGL treatment, the deter-
ministic method calculated a 3% lower value of V5Gy compared to
MC and the rest of the DVH parameters differed by less than 1%.
For the breast treatment the difference between the methods for
all the DVH parameters considered was less than 1%. The DVH
obtained by AAA deviated in both the breast and LGL cases
(Fig. 5). The algorithm underestimated the DVH parameters in
the low dose region. For the LGL case, the AAA values for V5Gy

and V10Gy were lower by 1% and 5%, respectively, compared to
AXB. The corresponding values for the breast treatment case were
2% and 4% lower than AXB. The deviation in the high dose DVH
region had an opposite sign. AAA was overestimating V40Gy by 5%
and 4% for the LGL and breast treatment case, respectively. The
smallest deviations were seen for the V20Gy parameter; 2% and
1% for the two treatment cases.
4. Discussion

Decreased lung density in the DIBH CT scan synchronized with
larger differences in the DVH parameters V10Gy, V20Gy and V40Gy

estimated by the exact and the correction based algorithms for
the breast treatment plans (Fig. 3, right column of diagrams). This
result was in line with the results from [9] although here plans
with mixed 6 and 15 MV beams and field in field technique were
used. For the LGL cases investigated the same trend was not visible.
This may be due to the different beam arrangement. Furthermore,
the LGL treatments were associated with a smaller range of lung
densities as compared to the breast treatment (Fig. 4).

In general, the lung densities in the DIBH CT scans for the
patient group with both FB and DIBH CT scans included in this
study (breast and LGL plans) were distributed between medium
to high density according to the density evaluation of the larger
population (157 plans) and they did not cover the lowest lung den-
sities. For those medium to high lung density cases, the effect of
explicitly modelling the secondary electron transport and tissue
heterogeneity was limited but detectable. The effect was more pro-
nounced for the two cases identified with the lowest lung density,
(0.08 g/cm3 and 0.02 g/cm3 for LGL and tangential treatment,
respectively), were deviations up to 5% were obtained in the DVH
parameters. It should be noted that different lung densities, for
example 0.1 g/cm3 or 0.15 g/cm3 can be regarded as low in the lit-
erature [2,9]. The evaluation results (Fig. 4) suggest choice of low
density between 0.05 and 0.1 g/cm3.

The DVH parameter least affected by the choice of the dose cal-
culation algorithm was V20Gy. Even in the cases of lowest lung den-
sity, the variation of the estimations was below 2%. Thus treatment
planning criteria related to this parameter may not need an update
during transition to more advance algorithms. This is particularly
interesting since V20Gy is a common parameter for estimation of
radiation induced lung complications [16]. In general, the differ-
ences in the dose distributions are related to the approximations
made in the lateral electron transport when the density is very dif-
ferent from water. In the low density lung tissue, the dose from
scattered electrons is deposited further away from the interaction
point than the correction algorithm predicts. As result, the dose is
overestimated in the high dose region (in-field) and underesti-
mated in the low dose region of the lung (outside the radiation
field). For the dose prescription used in this work 20 Gy was close
to the 50% isodose and therefore the DVH curves for the algorithms
of interest intersected close to V20Gy.
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The shape differences of the DVH obtained by the type-b and
the explicit algorithms for the two cases with the lowest lung den-
sity (Fig. 5), resembled differences in lung DVH for breast cancer
treatment between type-a and type-b algorithms [17–19]. As a
consequence of taking the lateral electron transport into account,
the lung volumes receiving low dose increased and these receiving
high dose decreased compared to lung dose determination not tak-
ing into account the lateral electron transport [18,19]. Type-b algo-
rithm was considered to give results comparable to Monte Carlo
data [20]. Typical analysis from the literature, however, referred
to breast cancer treatments under FB, i.e. for normal (high lung
density). When DIBH technique was utilized and the lung density
is low, the approximations in the lateral electron transport in the
type-b algorithms are insufficient to achieve good accuracy of the
dose determination. The DVHs deviated considerably from these
for the more accurate algorithms explicitly simulating the electron
transport (Fig. 5).

The utilization of a certain dose calculation algorithm affected
the estimation of the dose-response in terms of Normal Tissue
Complication Probability (NTCP) for lung due to radiation treat-
ment of breast cancer [18,19]. Published NTCP model parameters
based on type-a dose calculation algorithms needed to be cor-
rected in order to make them valid for dose distributions deter-
mined by more advanced algorithms [19]. The large differences
in the lung dose distributions, obtained here in the low lung den-
sity cases, imply that similar corrections of the model parameters
would be needed for more accurate prediction of lung toxicity
for this group patients treated under DIBH.

Both methods solving LTBE estimated a non-flat DVH with dif-
ference less than 1% for all parameters except V5Gy. This parameter
was in the steep part of the DVH where a small variation in dose
generated a large variation in volume. The statistical noise in the
MC calculations was reduced until there was no effect on the
DVH therefore the comparison between AXB and MC was reliable.
Although the accuracy of the radiation transport simulations was
comparable for the two methods, the description of the source
was different. The MC simulations included the transport of the
radiation through the accelerator head before entering the patient
geometry, whereas AXB used analytical sources fitting the acceler-
ator output. The procedures of segmentation and voxelization of
patient geometry were not unified. Also, a smaller value of energy
level (ECUT) was applied in the MC method. For the DIBH cases
investigated, part of the low density lung was interpreted as air.
For such low densities the electrons are scattered even further than
in ordinary lung. Therefore, differences in the simulation of the
electrons were potentially causing differences in dose between
the deterministic and the stochastic method. Nevertheless, looking
at the dosimetric comparison this effect seemed to be very limited.
Thus the two methods were completely independent producing
similar lung dose calculation results.

In summary, lung density variations between 0.02 and 0.3 g/
cm3 were estimated for patients treated during DIBH. Lung densi-
ties below 0.1 g/cm3 (for LGL) and below 0.05 g/cm3 (for tangential
breast treatment) were not exceptional. The DVH parameters
obtained by the different algorithms agreed within 3% for medium
and high lung density and within 5% for low lung density. The least
affected parameter was V20Gy, for which the deviations were less
than 2% for all cases; for FB or DIBH, for LGL or tangential breast
treatment and for all the densities studied. Thus, to minimize
changes in the treatment planning criteria due to implementation
of more advanced algorithm, V20Gy was a suitable parameter for
controlling lung dose. V10Gy was less suitable, because for this
parameter the algorithm change would result in a more conserva-
tive treatment plan regarding lung dose.
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